Section XI: Educating Friends and Family on This Better Way.

Section IX: Understanding the Di...

Section VII: Being Open to a Better Way of Looking at Our Circumstances.

Section I: Noticing Benjy's Many Important Needs.

We notice and care about the deep losses Benjy may be feeling, including:

- We remember this is Benjy's one and only childhood.

We use our co-parent's failures as a reason to do even better, not as an excuse for Benjy to be hurt further.

Being brave is the hardest thing.

We each reach out to:

- I promptly share all child-related information with my co-parent.
- I regularly share with Benjy good things about his other parent.
- I enjoy and admire Benjy.
- I don't hold onto old resentments.
- I feel there was something he was supposed to do and I should have taught him.
- I don't have a "case," "dispute," or "confl"...